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The purpose of modelling
- reductionism, holism and the meaning of understanding
- toy models, effective and fundamental theories
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Part I

I. The purpose of modelling

wherein some philosophy on why we do theoretical physics, what we mean by
understanding a problem, what kinds of problems there are and how modelling can

go wrong is presented.



What is theoretical physics about?

”In the end, physics is about a number.” (Kari Rummukainen)

LQCD = Lq + LG = Ψ(iγµDµ − m)Ψ − 1

4
GµνGµν

Gµν = (∂µAa
ν − ∂νAa

µ + gfabcAµ,bAν,c)ta and Dµ = ∂µ − igtaA
a
µ

⇓

⇓
η/s, q̂, your favourite QCD observable, . . .

”I don’t buy this — physics is also about understanding.” (T.R.)
→ I want to know how and why we get this number rather than a different one



The nature of understanding

What do we mean by being able to explain a phenomenon?

• The explanation should be of a qualitatively different nature than the phenomenon
→ ’a rock has mass because it consists of individual crystals that have mass’ is not

an explanation of what mass is

• The explanation should identify relevant (effective) parameters and their relations
→ the properties of water flowing from a tap ultimately arise from the Standard

Model of Particle Physics — but it is much better to discuss the problem in terms
of pressure, flow velocity, density and similar parameters

• The explanation should provide a visual and parametric understanding
→ ’water flow increases with pressure because more water gets pushed out’

Caveat: Theorists are different. Some understand equations on a
purely symbolic level without any mental picture, others just use
equations to break their mental picture into numbers. This isn’t
widely acknowledged and can lead to communication breakdown.



Reductionism

Most physics problems we learn about as students are of a reductionist nature

The nature of complex things is reduced to the nature of sums of
simpler or more fundamental things.

Example: The origin of mass

• a nucleus has mass because it is composed of massive nucleons
• a proton is massive, but not composed of (very) massive quarks

⇒ chiral symmetry breaking in QCD is at the origin of most mass we see!

M2
π = −2〈qq〉

3f2
0
m M2

K = −2〈qq〉

3f2
0
(m + ms) M2

η = −2〈qq〉

3f2
0
(m + 2ms)

• effective parameters (Mπ, Mk,. . . ) expressed in terms of fundamental ones
(m, ms, 〈qq〉,. . . )

⇒ problem simplifies, fewer fundamental parameters
⇒ explanation reduces concepts — mass is just field energy

This is why particle physics goes to the energy frontier.



Holism

However, many physics problems (such as heavy-ion physics) are not reductionist

There are properties of a given system which cannot be determined
or explained by the sum of its component parts alone. Instead,
the system as a whole determines in an important way how the
parts behave.

• emergence of phenomena not apparent from the fundamental theory
→ no way to read off from LQCD what the viscosity of QCD matter is

• holistic problems do not get simpler when seen from a more fundamental level,
rather they require more parameters and more concepts than on the effective level

⇒ rather than one cause explaining many phenomena, many causes explaining one

• we need a very different toolkit to deal with holistic problems

The energy frontier doesn’t help us much. Neither does trying
to reduce everything to the QCD Lagrangean. I will argue that
certain chains of models provide understanding.



The model chain

• Do not attempt to understand everything from the same resolution level
→ rather use some models to understand, others to compute
→ need to establish relations between resolution levels

Cartoon ⇔ Toy model ⇔ Effective model ⇔ Fundamental model

• Cartoons and toy models for physics insight
→ allow to build understanding of what is happening

• effective and fundamental models for predictions
→ allow for the complexity to compare with reality

⇒ Crucial: Need to understand in what limits descriptions agree

⇒ Crucial: Need to be aware what a resolution level can provide and what not



Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

SPS finding: proton spectra are harder than pion spectra

→ weird, because if an elementary collision has an energy budget E, we can have
E − 2mπ as kinetic energy when producing pions but E − 2mN when producing
protons

Task: Understand this in QCD



Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

Cartoon level: Moving, collective system, characterized by
• thermal motion as given by temperature T
• collective motion as given by velocity 〈v〉

⇒ then the mean kinetic energy of a particle should be T ∗ = T + m
2 〈v〉2

⇒ thus spectral shapes dN
mT dmT

∼ exp[−mT/T ∗], so protons would come out harder

This describes the spectra surprisingly well!

Cartoon because:
- the expression for the spectrum can’t be derived (and is in fact not correct)
- no predictive power, no possible explanation of other phenomena
- no idea about dynamics, just handwaving energy arguments



Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

Toy model level: Assume a thermal system characterized by flow field uµ decouples

η
y

ρ

• E → pµuµ = mT cosh(y − η) cosh(ρ) − pT sinh ρ cos(φ − Φ)

y: particle rapidity η rapidity of emitting volume φ: particle angle Φ position of emitting volume

• particle emission: flux of particles across 3-dim boundary of 4-dim volume

E
d3N

d3p
= f(x, p)pµdσµ (Cooper-Frye formula)

• assume v = v(r) = v0(
r
R)n and ρ(r) = atanh(v(r)), η = ηs, T (r) = Tθ(R − r)

→ the ’Bjorken cylinder’



Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

• can be integrated to find

dN

mTdmT
= N · mT

∫ R

0

rdrK1

(

mT cosh(ρ(r))

T

)

I0

(

pT sinh(ρ(r))

T

)

(this is the Blast Wave model)

Blast Wave describes the spectra just as well - it’s just not as easy to see from the
equation!

Toy model because:
- the expression is derived, rather than handwavingly argued
- limited applicability to other observables (e.g. HBT correlations)
- but no real dynamics (flow field is imposed ad hoc)
- no predictive power

Just enough to ’toy around’ and see trends



Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

Effective theory level: fluid dynamics allows to model how a flow field develops

Fluid dynamical description: generic description of multiparticle systems
- holds for systems in which the mean free path λ ≪ L with L system dimension
- effectively describes the long wavelength (soft) modes, not applicable for hard modes
- applicable in or close to thermal equilibrium
- specific details of the interaction structure are lost, based on conservation laws

• conservation of 4-momentum implies (ǫ + p)uµ∂µuα −∇αp = 0
⇒ flow field is caused by pressure gradients

initial state after 3 fm
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Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

• in general numerical evaluation of fluid evolution from initial to final state
→ very hard to see why proton spectra harden by looking at the equations
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Effective theory because:
- fluid dynamics is the long wavelength, strong interaction limit of QCD
- applicable for all bulk observables, not only spectra
- predictive power (centrality dependence, v2, fluctuations,. . . )
- but does not use QCD degrees of freedom



Case study: Mass ordering of PT spectra

Fundamental theory level: compute starting from LQCD

Cannot solve, very few non-perturbative dynamical solutions of QCD are known, but:

• we know any field theory with λ → 0 shows fluid behaviour in soft limit
→ show that QCD matter in HI collisions is sufficiently soft and strongly coupled

• we know that fluid dynamics needs (near) local thermal equilibrium (LTE)
→ show that the QCD initial state can evolve sufficiently fast to LTE

⇒ then we could argue that we understand enough to link everything to QCD

Some things we do know:

• pQCD 2 → 2 cross sections are a factor 20 too small to explain dynamics

• the soft (low x) sector of the initial state should be universal
→ saturated state with high occupancy numbers of gluons below Qsat

→ color glass condensate (CGC) and classical field dynamics (glasma)

• instabilities in initial classical field dynamics can isotropize the system rapidly

Even just establishing a solid link between QCD and fluid dynamics
is not easy — lots of ongoing research.



Case study: Bringing it together

Blast Wave

statistical model

QCD

illustrates

hadron type production

CGC, glasma

link needed

?illustrates

transverse spectra

systematics (predictive model)

fluid dynamics

toy model and cartoon ’halo’

bulk spectra HBT geometry for jet quenchinge.m. emission

spatial anisotropy
analysis

illustrates origin of v
n

• ’blackbox’ effective model with sufficient complexity to make predictions

• cartoons and toy models to illustrate aspects of the effective model

• link effective model to QCD in certain limiting situations

⇒ then we can claim understanding of how QCD implies emergent phenomena



Caveat: Do not misuse toy models

• fluid dynamics: O(10) fm evolution from initial thermalization to breakup
⇒ the system needs time to translate pressure gradients into flow
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• Blast Wave approximates uµ at the final moment of this evolution
⇒ is has no knowledge of evolution time

• high PT partons are created early and travel through the evolving system
⇒ embedding them in a Blast Wave medium vastly overestimates the flow they see

Toy models may not be used if they miss a relevant property of
the full problem! What is relevant and not needs to be checked!



Caveat: Do not fall for the cartoon

• finding: elongated correlation in rapidity when triggered on semi-hard particle

• explanation cartoon: longitudinal flow widens rapidity of fragmentation pattern
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Caveat: Do not fall for the cartoon
• . . . except it all isn’t true:

y = 1
2 ln

(

p0+pz
p0−pz

)

ηs = 1
2 ln

(

t+z
t−z

)

; y = line slope, ηs = position on hyperbola
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• a longitudinal Bjorken flow field has uµ(xµ) characterized by y = ηs

→ if a quark at y = 0 emits a gluon into y = 1, that gluon’s position is ηs = 0
→ the flow at this position is y = 0, i.e. less than the gluon momentum
⇒ and hence any emitted gluon travels against the flow, not with it
⇒ if anything, we’d see collimation

The cartoon illustrates, but may lead to wrong intuitions — one
needs to understand and calculate!



To parametrize or not to parametrize

• Blast Wave evaluates Cooper-Frye formula for a pre-defined 3-surface

• when using fluid dynamics, we need to specify which surface this should be
→ we can select an isothermal surface T = TF and fit TF to data
→ or compute decoupling based on evaluating scattering rates (Hadronic Afterburner)

• the involved physics is transition from λ ≪ L to λ ≫ L

At some point it matters what a model is for!

Parametrize if we want. . .
- a representation of the data, e.g. for a detector response simulation
- to extract TF because we believe it a good effective theory parameter

Compute if . . .
- we want to test our notion of hadronic interactions
- we believe we have sufficient knowledge to do so
- we suspect TF may be too simplistic a model

The right amount of coarse-graining and the choice of effective theory
parameters are neither obvious nor easily determined by theory arguments.
If an effective parameter is good or not is decided in comparison with data.



The point of heavy-ion physics

Bigger picture: What are the questions we’d like to answer when doing heavy-ion
physics? Why are we here in Prague? Why are you listening?

We want to understand collectivity, thermodynamics and
the associated phenomena in QCD.

More specifically:

• What is the phase diagram of QCD matter?
→ can we see a phase transition from hadronic to partonic matter?

• What are the properties of QCD matter?
→ can we measure e.g. transport coefficients?

• What is QCD matter made of?
→ can we observe in what degrees of freedom such matter arranges itself?

Write Thermodynamics and Collectivity in the ultimate QCD textbook!



Part II

II. Fluid dynamics and the bulk

wherein the basic equations as well as the surrounding modelling of hydrodynamics
is explained, revealing a number of not often discussed secrets normally left under

the rug.



Bulk medium modelling

What do we need in order to apply fluid dynamics to describe heavy-ion collisions?

• fluid dynamics is the conservation of energy and momentum for long wavelength
modes of QCD

• the mean free path has to be shorter than all length scales of interest
⇒ this means the system must be strongly coupled

strong coupling ⇔ fast approach to equilibrium

• fluid dynamics describes system in or near thermal equilibrium
⇒ local thermal equilibrium (LTE): any volume element has a temperature T

which describes the momentum distribution of particles inside

Is any of this realized in heavy ion collisions?



Bulk medium modelling

Certainly not before the collision — incoming nuclei are not in LTE
→ there needs to be an equilibration process

Certainly not long after the collision — the detector sees non-interacting particles
→ there needs to be a breakup process of the fluid description

Fluid dynamics connects an initial condition (resulting from the
equilibration process) with a freeze-out condition (resulting from
the breakup process) in a unique way.

⇒ we need to specify both initial and freeze-out conditions

In the following we will thus investigate
• LTE and the equations of fluid dynamics
• initial condition models
• freeze-out conditions
• and data comparison



Is there LTE?

Consider hadron yield ratios — in LTE they are predictable:

• simple statistical ansatz for hadron yields ni = gi
2π2

∫∞

0
p2dp

exp[(Ei−µi)/T ]±1

• for all hadrons and resonances; calculate resonance decays
• depends on just two parameters, T and µb
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⇒ almost perfect description of hadron yield ratios

A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger and J. Stachel, Nucl. Phys. A 772 (2006) 167



Is there LTE?

Objection: Maybe the yield in a single event is not thermal, but as we average over
many, we tend to fill the available phase space uniformly?

• note that the fit gets multistrange hadron ratios like Ω/π right!
⇒ the implicit model assumption ns ∼ nu ∼ nd works!

• this is very different for p − p collisions at the same energy
→ here s is suppressed by a tunneling factor in e.g. string models
⇒ evidence for secondary production of s with thermal abundance

• moreover, in p-p collisions strangeness must be conserved locally
→ strong suppression factor as compared to Grand Canonical ansatz
⇒ strangeness propagates freely across large distances — deconfinement?

The idea of a thermalized system hadronizing isn’t really crazy.
Also, note the evidence for collective flow from mass ordering we
covered in the last lecture!

Note: The story at LHC is a bit more complicated with regard to the details and not
completely understood at the moment.



Consequences of LTE

Assuming LTE, we can make the following statements:

• the fluid can be decomposed into volume elements dV

• these are thermal, i.e. (approximately) characterized by (T, P, U, S, µ,N)
(T : temperature, P : pressure, U : internal energy, S: entropy, N : number, µ: chemical potential)

• the differential in the internal energy U is dU = −PdV + TdS + µdN
→ using the fact that U, V,N, S are extensive, we can derive U = −PV + TS + µN
→ differentiating this again yield V dP = SdT + Ndµ (Gibbs-Duhem relation)

• we rather use intensive quantities, ǫ = U/V , s = S/V and n = N/V
→ we get dP = sdT = ndµ and dǫ = Tds + µdn

These thermodynamical relations must hold for each individual
volume element dV separately.



The equations of relativistic fluid dynamics

Strategy: Coarse-grain the QCD dynamics for strong coupling — we get a fluid
which is certainly characterized by its conservation laws. We have:

• energy-momentum conservation
• baryon number conservation

At lower SPS energies, the flow of baryons matters, but the RHIC and LHC entral
rapidity region is almost net-baryon free (fits yield µb ≈ 0).

⇒ We focus on a baryon-free fluid in the following!

• in relativistic theories, there’s an energy-momentum tensor
→ this must be built from p, ǫ, uµ and gµν

→ it has to be symmetric and transform like a Lorentz-tensor
→ we know T 00 = ǫ and T ij = δijp in local rest frame (isotropic pressure)

It follows (verify this yourself, it is easy!)

T µν = ǫuµuν − p(gµν − uµuν)

Note: This holds for an ideal fluid without viscous corrections.



The equations of relativistic fluid dynamics

• conservation of the energy-momentum tensor:

∂µT µν = 0

• to gain better insight, introduce projector orthogonal to uµ: ∆µν = gµν − uµuν

transport along the flow line

diffusion out of the volume

→ then T µν = ǫuµuν − p∆µν



The equations of relativistic fluid dynamics

• parallel projection of energy-momentum conservation (verify yourself):

uν∂µT µν = (ǫ + p)∂µuµ + uµ∂µǫ = 0

• perpendicular (verify yourself):

∆α
ν ∂µT µν = (ǫ + p)uµ∂µuα − ∆µα∂µp = 0

• using D = uµ∂µ and ∇α = ∆µα∂µ gives the fundamental equations

Dǫ + (ǫ + p)∂µuµ = 0 and (ǫ + p)Duα −∇αp = 0

• in non-relativistic limit, D ∼ ∂t + u · ∇ and ǫ ∼ ρ

∂tρ + u · ∇ρ + ρ∇ · u = 0

(change of density is what flow brought in, modulo correction for difference in in- and outflow)



Viscosity

In an ideal fluid, the mean free path is zero and the system is in perfect LTE. A real
fluid may be reasonably close, but not perfectly there — viscosity.

⇒ a real system has e.g. shear stresses

shear stress

• the energy-momentum tensor then becomes

T µν = T µν
0 + πµν − ∆µνΠ

with πµν the shear viscosity and Π the bulk viscosity

• the presence of πµν means that entropy increases during a hydro evolution
⇒ viscous entropy production, in practice about 20%

Note: Viscous corrections have to be small for hydrodynamics to work. If they get
large, the system is too far out of equilibrium!



Viscosity

• derivation of πµν is complicated, usually requires a microscopic model
⇒ we do not know its exact form for QCD

• what is usually used is

πµν + τπ

[

∆µ
α∆ν

βDπαβ +
4

3
πµν∇αuα

]

= η∇<µuν>

→ proportional to viscosity η times symmetrized flow gradient
→ modified by relaxation time τπ to prevent superluminal signal propagation

• many more terms are allowed by symmetries and could be included

• also, η may really be η(T, µB) rather than a single number

• limited phenomenology of bulk viscosity Π

While the general structure of relativistic viscous fluid dynamics is
established, there are lots of open questions with regard to details.

→ for the moment, let’s go back to ideal fluid dynamics



Solving ideal fluid dynamics

• T µν is a symmetric 4 × 4 tensor
→ in general 10 components
→ but in ideal case, T µν = T µν(ǫ, p, uµ), i.e. 5 components

• jµ is a 4-vector
→ in general 4 components
→ in ideal case, jµ = jµ(n, uµ), i.e. just one additional component

• ∂µT µν = 0 is 4 equations, ∂µjµ = 0 is one equation
→ we have 6 independents in ideal hydrodynamics, but only 5 conservation equations

⇒ we need to close this system by the equation of state (EOS) p = p(ǫ, nB)

• in the ideal case the EOS is the only place where QCD comes in

• in the viscous case, as much as 8 additional equations may be needed
→ these would also come from QCD, but we do not have them

Once we specify the EOS and an initial state, we can solve these
equations forward in time till some breakcup criterion is reached.
In general, this is done numerically.



The equation of state

• usually, the EOS of hot QCD is obtained in lattice gauge theory computations
→ needs some prescription to do hadron gas adequately
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• clear cross-over around 150 - 170 MeV

• even for high temperatures, not an ideal gas of quarks and gluons!
→ not clear what the medium degrees of freedom are

• some ambiguities between results from different lattice groups

A. Bazavov et al.,0903.4379 [hep-lat]



The initial state

Strategy: Most calculations do equilibration ’by magic’ and focus on the part we do
know better, i.e. the way transverse geometry works out. There are exceptions, e.g.
IP-Glasma + MUSIC by Schenke et al.

• we have to specify the ’magic’ equilibration
→ usually this involves choosing a time τ0 when all matter is assumed to be thermal

• we have to fix the transverse geometry
→ need to decide what the colliding objects are:
⇒ nuclei (smooth), nucleons (MC Glauber), color charges (IP-Glasma), . . . ?

→ and how they produce particles
⇒ binary collisions (BC), wounded nucleon (WN), saturation, KNO fluctuations,

• we need to fix longitudinal geometry
→ usually this is just fudged over, there’s very little solid dynamics known

• we need to specify what we distribute in the initial state
→ energy density, entropy density, . . .

There’s uncomfortably many ways to do this - let’s study sBC for
a Glauber MC as example!



The initial state

• use Woods-Saxon density ρ(r) = ρ0
1+exp[(r−R0)/d0]

to distribute initial nucleons

→ project into 2d space

Note: Distributing finite-sized nucleon centers based on the measured charge distribution does not

result in the correct distribution — in principle this needs to be corrected, however often it is not.

Likewise, real nucleons can’t overlap, which also in principle needs to be corrected for.

• evaluate transverse distance d between all nucleons from the two nuclei
→ register a collision once d2 < σNN/π, store vertices (xi, yi) of colliding nucleons

• assume the initial entropy density is distributed transversely

s(x, y) =
K

2πσ2

Nbin
∑

i=1

exp

(

−(x − xi)
2 + (y − yi)

2

2σ2

)

and longitudinally using ηs = y.

• K is an overall normalization determining the total entropy; adjust to the data
→ need to assume a τ0 here, usually somewhere between 0.2 and 0.8 fm

• σ measures what we believe is the collision physics — nucleons, flux tubes,. . .



The initial state

• now use EOS to go from entropy to full thermodynamics in every volume cell

• we’re rewarded with this (left: σ = 0.4 fm, right: σ = 0.8 fm)
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• remember that viscous corrections are proportional to gradients?
→ grainy initial states often destroy the validity of fluid dynamics for a time

⇒ need to average all observable over a large number of runs from such initial states



The evolution

• we solve the fluid evolution equations numerically and get

• after 3 fm of evolution (left: σ = 0.4 fm, right: σ = 0.8 fm)
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• system flows apart and cools in the process

• strong pressure gradients stranslate into spiky ’tongues’ of fast-flowing matter
→ viscosity dampens these and in general smoothes the system

Question: How and when do we stop this evolution?



The breakup condition

General idea: As the system expands, its density drops and the mean free path λ of
particles increases. Once λ ≫ system size, the system is no longer a fluid, but rather
a collection of free hadrons which may rarely interact.

(Big) question: Is this a rapid transition, or does it happen smoothly?

• most hadrons in the medium are pions, thus σππ has a special role

σππ(T ) ≈ σ0 +
CT 2

(T − T0)2 + (∆/2)2

σ0 = 0.6 fm2, C = 0.78 fm 2, T0 = 105 MeV, ∆ = 170 MeV

→ this drops ∼ T going from T = 170 to 100 MeV due to the ρ resonance

• scattering rate (inverse mean free path): Γ = nπ(T )σππ(T ) with nπ(T ) = 3ζ(3)
π2 T 3

→ thus scattering rate Γ ∼ T 4

⇒ strong T dependence, not crazy to assume that this is a rapid transition

K. J. Eskola, H. Niemi and P. V. Ruuskanen, Phys. Rev. C 77 (2008) 044907



The breakup condition

Strategy: Select a criterion for the breakup condition. This selects a 3-dim
hypersurface σµ out of the 4-dim fluid dynamical evolution. Evaluate the Cooper-

Frye formula Ed3N
d3p

= f(x, p)pµdσµ to find particle production at the hypersurface.

Note: In the presence of viscosity, viscous corrections to the particle distributions appear, f(x, p) =

f0(x, p) + f1(x, p) — the precise form of the correction term is ambiguous given viscosity η and

not known for QCD.

Some criteria which have been used:

• constant time t or proper time τ
→ this makes σµ easy to find, but is really not physically motivated

• scattering rate Γ drops below threshold
→ this selects isothermal σµ — finding them can be complicated

• scattering rate vs. expansion rate, θ = cΓ with θ = ∂µuµ and c = O(1)
→ this decouples faster where system expands more violently — complicated σµ



The breakup condition

• comparison of hypersurfaces selected by different breakup criteria (smooth hydro)
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⇒ some trend towards smaller radius and longer lifetime

• ultimately, determine the freeze-out parameters by a fit to the data

K. J. Eskola, H. Niemi and P. V. Ruuskanen, Phys. Rev. C 77 (2008) 044907



Hadronic afterburner

Alternative: Select an arbitrary, but high enough Tsw ∼ 150...170 MeV such that
hadrons can exist, evaluate the Cooper-Frye surface, but pass the resulting particles
to a hadronic cascade simulation such as UrQMD - hadronic afterburner.

• hadronic cascade: classical simulation of hadron scatterings
→ evaluates known (or guessed) cross sections in geometrical interpretation
→ lacks quantum effects, argumably not that important for large N
→ no geometrical interpretation of 3 → 2 or higher processes

• simulates off-equilibrium effects
→ better description of resonance multiplicities than thermal assumption
→ early decoupling of multi-strange hadrons with small cross sections

hadron cascade in box ↔ rather viscous fluid

One would like to demonstrate the existence of a temperature
region in which viscous hydro and hadronic cascade give the
same results — then the dependence on Tsw could be eliminated.
Unfortunately, this hasn’t been demonstrated yet.



Fluid dynamics in practice

Most calculations proceed according to the following scheme:

• select your favourite model of the initial state (e.g. sWN)
→ make a list of its free parameters (e.g. τ0, σ,K,. . . )

• select the fluid dynamics you want to compute (e.g. EOS, η(T ), . . . )
→ make a list of the free parameters (e.g. η/s)

• select the freeze-out criterion you want to evaluate
→ make a list of the free parameters (e.g. TF ,. . . )

⇒ make a multi-parameter fit to a large body of data!

⇒ check if it is possible to connect the parameters to QCD

Note: Doing event-by-event hydrodynamics is numerically costly. In many cases, there are unexplored

regions of phase space and fits are done by eyeballing rather than by a systematic framework.

There is an inherent ambiguity as to what is a free parameter — one
can compute the EOS using lattice QCD for instance, then one has less
unconstrained parameter. But also, then the real EOS of QCD as seen
in nature is no longer tested by the calculation.



Fluid dynamics and data

• initially, we motivated hydrodynamics to account for the mass ordering of spectra
→ hydrodynamics reproduces this well
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• but unlike a toy model, fluid dynamics is predictive. . .

B. Schenke, S. Jeon and C. Gale, Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 024901



The big success story: vn

Idea: look at impact parameter dependence of nuclear collisions

impact parameter b

elementary collision

• central collision (small impact parameter): many elementary collisions
→ round overlap region

• peripheral collision (large impact parameter): few elementary collisions
→ almond-shaped overlap region

Note: for event-by-event fluctuations, lots of higher harmonics occur!

⇒ produced multiplicity correlated with centrality

• without fluid dynamics: isotropic particle production in momentum space



The big success story: vn

• with hydrodynamics: geometry causes difference in pressure gradients

in−plane

out of plane

⇒ expect particle production in-plane and out of plane different for large b

• measure Fourier decomposition:

dN

dφ
=

N

2π

(

1 +
∑

n

(2vn cos(nφ)

)

→ yields a series of coefficients vn which characterize the deviation from isotropy

The existence of finite vn, correlating geometry with momentum
anisotropies, is a hallmark of fluid dynamics. A core test of fluid
dynamics is thus the ability to predict the measured vn.



The big success story: vn

• for event-by-event fluctuating initial conditions, geometry becomes complex

• higher fourier coefficients appear
→ triangular flow, . . .

B. Alver and G. Roland, Phys. Rev. C 81 (2010) 054905



The big success story: vn

• hydrodynamics can account for the measured values quite successfully
→ and yields constraints for η/s in the process
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• this is a highly non-trivial test for fluid dynamics and collectivity

• no framework outside of fluid dynamics has managed to describe vn

⇒ this is why fluid dynamics is widely accepted as picture of bulk evolution

• yet more differential tests: vn-fluctuations, vn event plane correlations, . . .

B. Schenke, S. Jeon and C. Gale, Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 024901



What have we learned?

Bigger Picture: What can we learn from the success of fluid dynamics?

I: The system equilibrates fast
→ fluid dynamics require τ0 around 0.2 - 1 fm
II: The matter is strongly coupled
→ the viscosity comes out to a really low value, much lower than a superfluid
III: Initial state fluctuations exist and are constrained
→ we have a good idea what the initial geometry looks like
IV: The system remains strongly coupled for a considerable time
→ lifetimes of 10+ fm can be inferred

• differences in detail in determination of other parameters
→ nature of initial state fluctuations, τ0, TF , σ, . . .
→ also, remember all the uncertainties picked up along the way?

• What did we learn about QCD?
→ remember, the EOS is the only place where QCD appears in ideal hydrodynamics



The role of the EOS

• sensitivity of different hydrodynamical calculations to lattice EOS candidates
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⇒ that doesn’t really look very discriminative ?!

P. Huovinen and P. Petreczky, Nucl. Phys. A 837 (2010) 26



What have we not learned?

Bigger Picture: Questions left to ponder:

• no unambiguous proof of a partonic phase or a transition
→ consistency certainly, but EOS is poorly constrained from data

• no high-resolution picture of the initial state, no identified equilibration mechanism
→ can trade higher viscosity against more initial state eccentricity

• no idea about microscopical matter degrees of freedom
→ we just see a fluid, not what it is made of

Can we measure something else capable of addressing those?

Can we
→ image the initial geometry in a way complementing the fluid dynamics picture?
→ probe more directly the degrees of freedom in the medium?
→ find some other way to probe the EOS?

Yes — we can take a look at rare probes!



Beyond the fluid picture

Are all observed particles thermalized? Clearly not:

• spectator nucleons → go down the beampipe

• photons and leptons couple via QED
⇒ mean free path a factor ∼ 100 larger, escape without rescattering

• at high pT , spectral shape is not thermal but pQCD

⇔
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⇒ we can distinguish remnants, bulk and probe

K. J. Eskola, H. Honkanen, H. Niemi, P. V. Ruuskanen and S. S. Rasanen, Phys. Rev. C 72 (2005) 044904



The probes

• probes — particles not in thermal equilibrium

• several auto-generated probes
→ γ, e+e−: negligible final state interaction, view into the medium
→ high pT quarks and gluons: interactions with the medium
→ charmonia, heavy bound states: color screening in the medium

• are usually rare, either due to e.m. coupling or due to a large scale

• but production process can be factorized from the bulk due to the same reasons

• particle with known production, interacting with the medium
⇒ probe of the medium, access to medium properties

Lots of ground to cover — in the following, we will focus on hard
probes and not discuss heavy quark bound states or e.m. probes!



Part III

III. Modelling and biases
wherein is explained how the best intentions to dig out interesting physics can go
astray due to our notorious lack of intuitive insight into conditional probabilities.

Based on T. Renk, Biased Showers - a common conceptual Framework for the Interpretation of High

PT Observables in Heavy-Ion Collisions, 1212.0646 [hep-ph].



Rare processes and biases

Question: When we deal with rare proceses, we usually use some technique to tag
events in which such a process has taken place, a trigger. Does this matter?

In general:

Is there reason to assume that events with a
trigger are different in unexpected ways?

More specifically (what we’ll focus on here):

Do stategies to identify hard QCD processes
change what we see of the hard process?

Dominant theme of this part:

Where there’s a trigger condition, there’s also a bias. Biases per se
are neither good nor bad, but it is necessary to understand them.



Medium-modified jets in the eye of a theorist

3

4

2

1

5

hadronization

hadronization

1) hard process 2) vacuum shower 3) medium-induced radiation 4) medium evolution 5) medium correlated with jet by interaction

• series of splittings a → bc with decreasing t

dPa =
∑

b,c
αs(t)
2π Pa→bc(z)dtdz with t = lnQ2/ΛQCD and z = Ed/Ep

Pq→qg(z) = 4
3
1+z2

1−z Pg→gg(z) = 3(1−z(1−z))2

z(1−z) Pg→qq(z) = NF
2 (z2 + (1 − z)2)

• add medium perturbations, terminate at a soft virtuality scale t0 or Q0 and hadronize

⇒ compute the fate of the hard parton forward in time to get the final hadron shower



Medium-modified jets in the eye of an experimentalist

• ’Where is my jet, what belongs to it and what doesn’t?’

→ triggered observables and background subtraction techniques

→ form ’modified over unmodified’ ratios

⇒ conclude from the observed jet backward in time what the hard process and the
modification might have been



Theory vs. experiment

In other words: Upon hearing the words 100 GeV jet

Theorist thinks: about a 100 GeV high virtuality parton from a hard process and its
subsequent evolution, might even be in terms of an MLLA-type formula where jets
appear as analytical relations rather than particles

→ doesn’t usually think about background fluctuations, unfolding, out of cone
vacuum radiation, PID issues

Experimentalist thinks: what anti kT found in my event after background
subtraction and correction for any detector-specific effects

→ doesn’t usually think about QCD evolution, parton kinematics, angular ordering
and color coherence . . .

Reality might be: The remnants of a 165 GeV gluon fragmentation process, where
due to a hard splitting 70 GeV go out of cone as a subjet, 5 GeV are missed by the
detector which doesn’t see Ks

0 and 10 GeV are dissipated into the medium, but due
to an upward fluctuation of the background the jet energy still reaches 100 GeV



Does this matter?

initial state

(E,Q,x,y,PID,...)

final state

(E_jet, ...)

• initial state assumed by the theorist can lead to final states which are not triggered
(and remain unobserved)

• experimental final state can come from initial states theory did not consider
(background fluctuations, ’fake jets’,. . . )

⇒ a correct comparison requires to compute for all initial states, taking the biases
by the experimental observation into account



Biases in a nutshell

T

S

T,S

all possible initial parameters

initial parameters with a chance to fulfill T

• triggered observation of observable S ↔ subset of all initial states A evolved which
→ have property S and fulfill trigger T (conditional probability)
(e.g. T: particles cluster to a 100 GeV jet S: particle has momentum between 20 and 25 GeV)

• if T is a small subset of all possible events, this subset is usually not typical
→ thus T ∩ S is different from S, it is biased (unless T and S are correlated)
(e.g. yield of 20-25 GeV) particles is different if a jet is in the event)

• size(T)/size(A) is the normalized rate at which triggered events occur
→ related to disappearance observables such as RAA = size(T)med/size(T)vac

(e.g. rate of in-medium over vacuum jets is jet RAA)



Types of biases

In dicussing high PT reactions in heavy-ion collisions, 4 types of biases are relevant:

• kinematic bias — shift in the relation between hadron and parton kinematics
→ occurs because the medium induces some extra radiation from partons

• parton type bias — shift in the mixture of quark to gluon jets
→ occurs because gluons couple with a factor CF = 9/4 more strongly to the medium

• geometry bias — observed hard reactions do not come from all vertices equally
→ occurs because medium effect grows with medium density and pathlength

• shower bias — a trigger condition makes some shower structures unobserved
→ occurs because of a direct selection effect

In discussing almost any high PT observable, we need to make
sure we understand these biases and and account for their effect in
interpretaing the data!



Prototypical observables

leading hadron subleading hadrons jet

R

unclustered hadron

near side away side

• basic structure: back to back hard QCD event

• trigger object: leading hadron, γ, Z0, clustered jet
→ yield of QCD objects reduced in medium, RAA observables

• trigger object defines near and away side
→ correlation observables, near and away side IAA, correlation angular width

• hadron analysis inside a found jet
→ jet observables, jet shape and fragmentation function

• can all be done dependent on orientation with vn event plane

⇒ more details about observables later!



The kinematic bias

• same trigger condition in vacuum and medium 6= same initial kinematics

10 GeV

4 GeV

vacuum radiation

subleading hadrons

14 GeV

hard process

14 GeV10−15 G
eV

trigger

away sidenear side

14 GeV partons

16 GeV

4 GeV

20 GeV
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trigger medium−induced vacuum radiation
subleading hadronsradiation

6 GeV

away side IAA comes from

away side IAA comes from

20 GeV partons

10 GeV

→ counter-intuitively tends to increase IAA in medium, naive argument misses this

• also other complications, intrinsic kT points on average in trigger direction,. . .

The energy of a trigger object 6= parton energy. This relation changes in a medium.



The parton type bias

• same trigger condition in vacuum and medium 6= same parton types

20 GeV gluon 20 GeV gluon

hadron
10 GeV

frequent rare

hadron
10 GeV

20 GeV gluon 20 GeV quark

vacuum

medium

hadron
10 GeV

14 GeV quark 14 GeV gluon

14 GeV quark 14 GeV quark

hadron
10 GeV

20 GeV quark10 GeV
hadron

E = 6 GeV ∆

20 GeV gluon 10 GeV
hadron

∆ E = 9/4 * 6 GeV 

30 GeV gluon 30 GeV quark

really rare

• most trigger conditions enhance the fraction of quark jets on the trigger side
→ if qg → qg is important, this may enhance away side gluon fraction

• gluon jets in medium get additional penalty due to 9/4 higher interaction strength
→ in-medium away side may be much more gluon-populated than naively expected

Quark showers are more likely to trigger. The probability is changed by the medium.



The geometry bias

• if medium modification on average increases with medium length and density
→same trigger condition in vacuum and medium 6= same geometry probed

• partons with short in-medium paths have higher chance of fulfilling trigger condition
→ vertex distribution of triggered events is biased in a characteristic way

Triggered objects in medium do not represent binary collision geometry.



The shower bias

• a trigger condition biases the shower in which the trigger is created
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• suppresses medium-modifications — highly modified showers don’t trigger



A comparison of IAA

Case study I: compare away side IAA for different trigger objects

near side away side

trigger: leading hadron observable: away side yield

- the away side has no shower bias, because trigger is not from away side shower
- γ-h, h-h, jet-h (anti-kT with R = 0.4, PT > 2 GeV, STAR PID cuts), i(deal)jet-h

(anti-kT R = 0.4)
- trigger momentum range 12-15 GeV
- study away side charged hadron IAA

- RHIC kinematics (steeply falling parton spectra, energetic partons strongly penalized)
- LHC kinematics (energetic partons accessible)

• not quantitative predictions, no attempt made to adjust model to data



A comparison of IAA

• distribution of away side parton pT (≈ scale of back-to-back event)
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• different trigger objects imply rather different kinematics for same trigger PT

• also different response to medium
→ misleading to compare IAA for same trigger kinematics
→ only for same parton type and kinematics a comparison becomes useful



A comparison of IAA

RHIC

trigger fvac
glue near fvac

glue away fmed
glue near fmed

glue away

γ-h N/A 0.03 N/A 0.03
h-h 0.04 0.69 0.04 0.69
jet-h 0.12 0.68 0.08 0.69
ijet-h 0.44 0.55 0.33 0.61

LHC

trigger fvac
glue near fvac

glue away fmed
glue near fmed

glue away

γ-h N/A 0.04 N/A 0.04
h-h 0.33 0.79 0.32 0.78
jet-h 0.47 0.79 0.38 0.80
ijet-h 0.77 0.78 0.69 0.78

• moderately different parton type distribution, especially on near side
→ γ-h is really quite different in having quarks on the away side
→ also needs to be considered before comparison



A comparison of IAA

RHIC:

• completely different geometry bias
→ unbiased for γ-h, nearly unbiased for ijet-h, highly biased for h-h
→ note that bias depends on jet definition!

LHC:

• harder spectrum unbiases geometry



A comparison of IAA
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• at RHIC, results fairly similar — mere coincidence, completely different physics!

• at LHC, better separation, kinematic bias is seen to be very important
→ pushed IAA strongly up for h-h

• for seemingly similar trigger conditions, biases cause lots of variation in
- geometry
- parton type
- kinematics



Jet fragmentation function

Case study II: the longitudinal distribution of hadrons in a 100-110 GeV range
(CMS jet fragmentation function analysis)

near side away side

observable: hadron distribution in jettrigger: jet

- different from textbook FF z = Ehad/Epart whereas here z = Ehad/Ejet with
Ejet < Epart

- ’trigger’ analysis by finding Ejet = 100 − 110 GeV clustered with anti-kT R = 0.3,
PT > 1 GeV, no PID cut
(the requirement that you found a jet is equivalent to a trigger condition)

→ trigger is from the same shower which is later analyzed — shower bias!
- LHC kinematics - 2.76 ATeV 0-10% central PbPb collisions or p-p collisions
- not significantly geometry-biased



Jet fragmentation function

• distribution of parton momenta given a clustered jet in 100-110 GeV range
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• probes wide range of parton energies despite narrow trigger energy range
→ note role of background fluctuations!

• significant number of showers carry 2/3 of energy inside R = 0.3
→ shower bias important

• fvac
glue = 0.44, fmed

glue = 0.36 — moderate gluon filtering



Jet fragmentation function

• longitudinal momentum distributions of hadrons in the triggered showers
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• without shower bias: strong depletion at high z, enhancement below 3 GeV
(real kinematics, but assuming all showers were analyzed, not only triggered ones )

• with shower bias, completely different picture:
→ enhancement below 3 GeV, depletion between 3 and 20 GeV, compatible with

unmodified above 20 GeV

• shower bias reduced depletion, fmed
glue at high z dies out, IAA grows

⇒ the bias alters the apparent message of the observation drastically



Dihadron triggered correlations

Case study III: away side IAA in dihadron triggered correlations

near side away side

observable: away side yieldtrigger: two leading hadrons

- coincidence of 12 GeV < T1 < 15 GeV on the near side and T2 on the away side
→ shower bias!
- analysis on hadrons after triggers have been removed
- RHIC kinematics — strong geometry bias expected
- hard coincidences are rare events, statistics is pretty lousy, events are highly biased



Dihadron triggered correlations
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• increasing T2 corresponds to a significant shift in parton kinematics

trigger fvac
glue near fvac

glue away fmed
glue near fmed

glue away

h-h 0.04 0.69 0.04 0.69
T2 = 4-8 GeV 0.071 0.49 0.07 0.38
T2 = 8-10 GeV 0.10 0.29 0.05 0.20

• increasing T2 kills away side gluon jet contribution



Dihadron triggered correlations

• as the range of T2 increases, tangential bias develops
→ partons from the medium center are disfavoured

• using variations of jet definitions, almost any region can be selectively probed
→ design measurement to be sensitive to certain regions

• this gets blurred for harder parton spectrum
→ a genuine strength of RHIC measurements



Dihadron triggered correlations
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• IAA looks completely unfamiliar and shows now enhancement
→ highly unusual events, completely different from average showers

• also shower bias is active (but smoothed over)



What have we learned?

Bigger Picture: What do these case studies teach us?

I: The way a measurement is done matters a lot
→ STAR jets are very different from CMS jets
→ a shower bias can very effectively obscure the medium-modification
→ the naive notion of a jet representing a parton at similar energy is wrong
II: Biases need to be understood before interpreting a measurement
→ an IAA ≈ 1 does not necessarily mean the FF is not modified
→ an enhancement of IAA does not imply the absence of suppression
→ parton types matter — γ-h is different to h-h
III: Biases can be used to design a measurement
→ the precise jet definition alters the geometry bias
→ T2 in dihadron (dijet?) triggers also alters geometry
→ allows to selectively probe regions of the medium

Where there’s a trigger condition, there’s also a bias. Biases per se
are neither good nor bad, but it is necessary to understand them.



Part IV

IV. High PT modelling and phenomenology

wherein the inner workings of PYTHIA are exposed, several proposals how partons
and the medium may interact are investigated and contrasted with data, at which

point most of them will be seen to fail.



Factorized pQCD

Bigger Picture: Why is high PT interesting?

Because then we actually know what we’re doing. The connection
of QCD to fluid dynamics is tenuous, but with a large momentum
pT in the problem, we know that αs(pT ) ≫ 1 and so we know
how to start from LQCD using a perturbative expansion.

• not all aspects of heavy-ion collisions are perturbative, the initial state is not!

⇒ factorized QCD - separate short-distance physics from long distance physics

dσNN→h+X =
∑

fijk

fi/N(x1, Q
2) ⊗ fj/N(x2, Q

2) ⊗ σ̂ij→f+k ⊗ Dvac
f→h(z, µ2

f)

(parton distribution functions (PDFs) fi/N(x1, Q2) and fragmentation functions (FFs) Dvac
f→h(z, µ2

f))

Question: What part of this can be modified by the fluid medium?



Time ordering and the Heisenberg principle

Initial state: exists before the medium is formed and cannot be medium-modified
→ but nuclear PDFs (nPDFs) describe the change from free to bound nucleon
→ nPDFs can be determined in eA collisions

Hard process:

• pQCD interactions involve intermediate, highly
virtual partons at scale pT

→ these have lifetimes 1/pT

• some real numbers
→ 100 GeV jet has τ ∼ 0.002 fm
→ medium has τ ∼ 1/T ∼ 0.6 fm

⇒ hard processes also take place long before the medium forms

Fragmentation function:

→ must be the place where the medium acts, medium-modified FF (MMFF)



Fragmentation function physics

Dvac
f→h(z, µ2

f): yield of hadrons h at fraction z of momentum of parton f at scale µ2

encodes the following physics:

• radiation from the highly virtual initial parton via q → qg, g → gg and g → qq
(perturbatively calculable for Q ≃ 1 GeV)

• hadronization (non-perturbative)
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Question: (to Heisenberg) At what timescales do we expect these phenomena to
take place?



Fragmentation function timescales

Perturbative evolution:

• takes place at 1/Q where 1 GeV < Q < pT — but that’s in its own restframe!
→ in lab frame, the hard parton has a time dilatation factor E/Q

⇒ so any pQCD radiation takes place at τ ∼ E/Q2

Hadronization:

• takes place at 1/mh, but with the same time dilatation factor

⇒ hadronization into a hadron with mass mh occurs at τ ∼ E/m2
h

Examples:

• 5 GeV π0 forms after ∼ 57 fm
→ πs, the majority of produced particles, almost always hadronize free of medium

• 40 GeV proton forms after ∼ 11 fm
→ for heavier hadrons, one needs to go to higher PT to factorize hadronization

• 100 GeV B+-meson forms after ∼ 0.73 fm
→ the formalism we’re about to derive isn’t applicable for heavy quarks



Fragmentation function timescales

• for the majority of hadrons from jets, hadronization outside the medium works
→ the pQCD evolution of the FF is modified by the medium
→ but keep the limitations in mind!

⇒ we need to understand how Q2 evolves as the pQCD shower evolves

In the following, we’re using the PYSHOW algorithm to illustrate
the pQCD evolution of the FF. PYSHOW isn’t the only way, but
the most commonly used baseline for the MMFF in heavy-ion
physics.

• the high Q2 part of the evolution may still occur before a medium forms
• the low Q2 part, for large jet energy, may still occur outside the medium
⇒ only parts of the FF are touched by the medium!



QCD shower evolution the PYTHIA way (I)

Basic idea: Evolution as an iterated series of 1 → 2 splittings (parent/daughters)

• splitting phase space given by virtuality, (almost) collinear splitting:
→ use t = lnQ2/ΛQCD and z

• differential splitting probability is

dPa =
∑

b,c

αs(t)

2π
Pa→bc(z)dtdz

• splitting kernels from perturbative QCD

Pq→qg(z) =
4

3

1 + z2

1 − z
Pg→gg(z) = 3

(1 − z(1 − z))2

z(1 − z)
Pg→qq(z) =

NF

2
(z2+(1−z)2)

• evolution proceeds in decreasing virtuality t and leads to a series of splittings a → bc
where the daughter partons take the energies Eb = zEa and Ec = (1 − z)Ea.

• Q ∼ PT is the hard scale which makes the process perturbative for Q2 > 1 GeV2



QCD shower evolution the PYTHIA way (II)

• differential branching probability at scale t:

Ia→bc(t) =

∫ z+(t)

z−(t)

dz
αs

2π
Pa→bc(z).

• kinematic limits z± dependent on parent and daughter virtualities and masses
Mabc =

√

m2
abc + Q2

abc

z± =
1

2

(

1 +
M2

b − M2
c

M2
a

± |pa|
Ea

√

(M2
a − M2

b − M2
c )2 − 4M2

b M2
c

M2
a

)

• probability density for branching of a occuring at tm when coming down from tin:

dPa

dtm
=





∑

b,c

Ia→bc(tm)



 exp



−
∫ tm

tin

dt′
∑

b,c

Ia→bc(t
′)



 .

(probability for branching, times probability that parton has not branched before)



Putting it into the medium

Strategy: Modify the perturbative evolution of the FF — how precisely depends on
the answer to the following questions:

• What is the microscopical model of the medium?
→ with what exactly do the perturbative partons interact?

• What part of the evolution equations gets modified?
→ what is a legitimate approximation scheme that allows to calculate?

• How do we treat quantum interference?
→ especially if we come from a probabilistic picture like PYSHOW?

The zoo of currently existing models can largely be classified by
the precise answer given to each of these questions.



Putting it into the medium

What is the microscopical model of the medium?

• A free or perturbatively tractable gas of quarks and gluons
→ allows to treat interaction with medium in pQCD as well, i.e. ’easy’ to compute
→ in striking disagreement with fluid picture of bulk medium
→ large (50%) energy transfer into medium by elastic reactions and recoil
(cf. JEWEL, AMY, MARTINI, opacity expansions like GLV or WHDG, . . . )

• A strongly coupled system described by the AdS/CFT duality
→ cannot be decomposed into quasiparticles, but drag forces
→ rather than with density T 3, effects scale with T 4

• Static color dipole scattering centers
→ simplifies kinematics in pQCD interactions with medium, no recoil
→ has no elastic energy loss
→ no physics motivation, just an ad hoc assumption
(cf. ASW, Q-PYTHIA,. . . )

• No idea
→ medium appears via transport cofficients q̂ and ê
→ parametrize the non-perturbative interaction in terms of exchanged momenta
(cf. YaJEM, HT, . . . )



Putting it into the medium

What part of the evolution equations gets modified?

• The splitting kernels Pi→jk(z)
→ underlying assumption: asymptotic kinematics, no scale in the problem
→ okay for vacuum QCD, but the medium has a scale T
⇒ leads to fractional energy loss models where radiation scales ∼ zEjet

(Q-PYTHIA, . . . )

• The kinematics entering the evolution equations
→ parton may pick up virtuality providing additional radiation phase space, q̂
→ parton may loose energy to medium degrees of freedom, ê
→ both change the phase space limits branching by branching
⇒ breaks energy momentum in the shower, only recovered if medium included
(YaJEM, JEWEL, . . . )

• None - combine energy loss of on-shell partons with vacuum fragmentation
→ energy loss approximation, not applicable for all observables
→ hybrid models where part of the evolution before the medium is done
⇒ probabilistic energy shift of parton before fragmentation
(MARTINI, PYQUEN, ASW, WHDG, GLV, . . . )



Example: YaJEM

Basic idea: medium, parametrized via q̂ and ê modifies radiation phase space

• time ordering in shower:

〈τb〉 =
Eb

Q2
b

− Eb

Q2
a

P (τb) = exp

[

− τb

〈τb〉

]

• pQCD shower plus extra radiation phase space and some drag:

∆Q2
a =

∫ τ0
a+τa

τ0
a

dζq̂(ζ) ∆Ea =

∫ τ0
a+τa

τ0
a

dζDρ(ζ)

q̂: squared virtuality growth per unit pathlength ê energy loss per unit pathlength

→ use these values to modify parton kinematics from creation point to next branching

• run PYSHOW modified as above down to some lower scale Q0

• hadronize using the Lund model



What does this do?

A shower MC code is a tool which. . .

• inputs the properties of a shower initiator, i.e. parton type, Eshower, Q
2
shower

→ these come from a pQCD calculation

• inputs transport coefficients q̂, ê or thermodynamical parameters T
→ these have to be provided for the spacetime trajectory of the partons
→ typically they come from fluid dynamics

• outputs the MMFF as event record of a jet after passage through the medium
→ energy and momentum are in general different from original parton
→ typically can be clustered with FastJet



Flow chart

model of medium DOF ⇒ elementary modification of splitting

⇓
P

′

i→jk(z), ∆Q2, ∆E

correlation of emissions ⇒ iterated splitting, MMFF

⇓
Df→h(z, Q2|q̂(ζ), ê(ζ), . . . )

model of medium geometry ⇒ space-time averaging

⇓
〈Df→h(z, Q2|q̂(ζ), ê(ζ), . . . )〉

folding with primary pQCD spectrum

⇓
hadron yields

PID cuts, clustering, binning,. . . ⇒ getting biases right

⇓
observables



Spacetime averaging

• hard vertices for impact parameter b have probability distribution

P (x0, y0) =
TA(r0 + b/2)TA(r0 − b/2)

TAA(b)
,

where TA(r) =
∫

dzρA(r, z).

• if medium-modified fragmentation function along given path is Dmed
i→h(z, µ|r0, y, φ):

〈Dmed
i→h(z, µ)〉TAA

=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ ∞

−∞

dx0

∫ ∞

−∞

dy0P (x0, y0)D
med
i→h(z, µ|r0, y, φ).

For RAA, this corresponds to a computationally rather intensive averaging of
paths in a evolving hydrodynamical model with a weight given by P (x0, y0).
For back-to-back hadron correlations, the averaging is even more complicated
due to the trigger bias.

• also EbyE hydro with binary collision vertices from initial condition MC



RAA of hadrons

near side away side

observable: leading hadron yield

RAA(PT , y) =
d2NAA/dpTdy

TAA(0)d2σNN/dPTdy



RAA of hadrons

• simple cartoon: medium-induced radiation takes energy from the leading parton
→ energy shift ∆E of the leading parton before fragmentation

Note: This is a cartoon — the Heisenberg relation states clearly that vacuum radiation happens early.

• parton spectrum can be approximated by power law dN/dpT ∼ 1/pn
T

→ RHIC spectra are steeper, nRHIC ∼ 7..8 whereas nLHC ∼ 4..5

• if partons are on average shifted by 〈∆E〉, then

RAA ∼
(

pT

pT + 〈∆E〉

)n

=

(

1 − 〈∆E〉
pT + 〈∆E〉

)

→ 1 for large pT

• if partons are on average shifted by a fraction z of their energy E, then

RAA(pT ) ≈
(

pT

pT + zpT

)n

=

(

1

1 + z

)n

⇒ RAA measures a combination of spectral shape and energy loss



RAA of hadrons

• still in the cartoon, in radiative energy loss pictures one expects ∆E ∼ T 3L2

→ transport coefficient q̂ ∼ T 3 [GeV2/fm] for dimensional reasons

→ radiation formation time τ ∼ L ∼ E/Q2

→ virtuality gain during formation time ∆Q2 ∼ q̂L ∼ q̂E/∆Q2

→ solve for E = ∆Q4/q̂ ∼ q̂L2 ∼ T 3L2

• in strong coupling, one expects instead ∆E ∼ T 4L3

→ virtuality is provided by a drag force d∆Q/dx ∼ T 2

→ radiation formation time τ ∼ L ∼ E/Q2

→ virtuality gain during formation time ∆Q2 ∼ T 4L2

→ solve for E ∼ T 4L3

• we do not know precisely q̂(T ) or the constant of the drag force
→ both weak or strong coupling picture may be adjusted to RHIC data

• but we expect a hotter medium at LHC
→ striking differences between radiative and strong at LHC for the same parameters



RAA of hadrons

• leaving the cartoon: real-life complications

• spectrum isn’t really power law, n grows with pT

→ fractional energy loss predicts decreasing trend for real spectrum

• quark/gluon balance changes with pT

• MMFF shows pQCD scale evolution and may evolve outside the medium
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• typically suppression at high z and enhancement at low z
→ but RAA only probes region around z ∼ 0.6



RAA of hadrons

• fix parameters to 200 AGeV central AuAu collisions at RHIC, extrapolate to LHC

• the cartoon delivers some of the essential insights
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• RAA rises with PT

→ this disfavours fractional energy loss
(in reality, also pQCD scale evolution and changing quark/gluon jet content contributes)

• RAA scales with T 3 rather than T 4

→ we can discard strong coupling



RAA(φ) for hadrons

• compare in-plane and out of plane RAA with data
→ this probes pathlength dependence on jet quenching and hydro geometry
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model elastic L radiative L2 AdS L3 rad. finite E min. Q0

3+1d ideal fails works fails fails works
2+1d ideal fails fails marginal fails fails
2+1d vCGC fails marginal works fails marginal
2+1d vGlb fails marginal works fails marginal

J. Auvinen, K. J. Eskola, H. Holopainen and T. R., Phys. Rev. C 82 (2010) 051901; (systematics summarized in T.R., 1112.2503 [hep-ph])



RAA(φ) for hadrons

• some scenarios fail independent of fluid dynamics model choice by large margin
→ incoherent processes which just count the number of scatterings can be ruled out
→ even if other process dominates, incoherent component < 10 %

• spread between in- and out of plane has factor 2 uncertainty for given fluid model

• if we could be sure of the parton-medium interaction model
→ this would be tomography — constraints for fluid dynamics modelling

• v2 images eccentricity in momentum space, RAA(φ) images position space
→ complementary view on the same object

Lots of things can be done with RAA, but we need more
information.



IAA of hadrons

near side away side

trigger: leading hadron observable: away side yield

IAA =
yield per trigger medium

yield per trigger vacuum

(this is a conditional probability, and trigger biased)



IAA of hadrons

• cartoon: surface biases in IAA

near side near side

L pathlength dependence L pathlength dependence2

• strong pathlength dependence: short near side path
→ long away side path, weighted with L2

• weak pathlength dependence: longer near side path
→ medium away side path, weighted with L

• we know that nature has a strong pathlength dependence
→ expect strong suppression of away side yield

• in reality: kinematic bias, parton type bias, . . .



IAA of hadrons
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subleading hadron production

’lost’ energy is not recovered

energy transfer into medium

incoherent processes

• better picture of the full MMFF
→ shows limits of leading parton energy loss picture

• constrains incoherent component from above with just 20% uncertainty

• constrains ê from below to about 10% from subleading yield



IAA of hadrons

• IAA is a fairly powerful observable — view on the full MMFF

• shows clearly that there is medium-induced radiation
→ outside the applicability of leading parton energy loss

• strong sensitivity to pathlength dependence
→ and modest uncertainty due to fluid dynamics background

• constrains elastic energy transfer into the medium from above and below
→ constraints both point to about 10%

Observes full longitudinal structure of the MMFF, but statistics
insufficient to see transverse structure as well. Move to jet-h
correlations instead!



IAA in jet-h correlations

near side away side

observable: away side yield and transverse widthtrigger: jet

DAA = yieldAA(PT )〈PT 〉 − yieldpp(PT )〈PT 〉
(this is a conditional probability, and trigger biased)



IAA in jet-h correlations

• differential long. and transverse picture of away side jet
→ correlation measurement can be carried down to few hundred MeV
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• ’upturn’ of balance function around 3 GeV

• jet width increases over vacuum physics at the same scale
→ this happens independent of trigger energy (parton kinematics)



IAA in jet-h correlations

• this is interesting, because it isn’t so in most models
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• e.g. Q-PYTHIA has the upturn at constant z
→ expect upturn to move from 3 to 6 GeV as trigger goes from 10 to 20 GeV

• YaJEM predicted an upturn point around 3 GeV independent of trigger energy

Shows unambiguously that casting medium modifications into
the splitting kernel is not a valid approximation. Rules out a
large number of models which made this approximation. Explicit
kinematics is ugly, but matters!



Intermediate summary

Bigger picture: What have we learned about medium-modified jets?

• most of the modification comes from pQCD radiation
→ strong coupling dynamics has the wrong scaling in

√
s

• subleading contribution of ∼ 10% comes from direct energy transfer into medium

• quantum coherence matters
→ a purely incoherent picture fails for many observables

• jet properties look vacuum-like above 3 GeV, strongly change below
→ perhaps n ∼ 10 interactions around scale T ∼ 300 MeV?
→ generically true: soft gluons are easily deflected, no need to explain large angles
→ also generically true: a jet in a medium will equilibrate, i.e. broaden

• the 3 GeV scale is independent on jet kinematics
→ nature does not have fractional energy loss



Clustering

Purpose of clustering in e+e− or p-p collisions: Get an observable which is sensitive
only to hard physics (which we can do with pQCD) and not to soft physics (soft
gluon emission, hadronization, . . . ) which we can’t.

jet ↔ good proxy for original parton (and hard physics)

This really means:

• clustering suppresses physics effects around ΛQCD ∼ 300 MeV
→ it also suppresses physics around T ∼ 300 MeV

• clustering tends to undo the branching cascade of a shower
→ clustering also tends to undo the medium modification of a shower

Clustering per se isn’t a good idea to study medium modified showers!



Jet RAA

near side away side

observable: leading jet rate

RAA(PT , y) =
d2NAA/dpTdy

TAA(0)d2σNN/dPTdy



Jet RAA

• compare the effect on QCD scale evolution and out of medium evolution
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• clustering is very good in eliminating scale evolution effects
→ all scenarios are compressed towards a universal curve

⇒ it is much harder to get hadron RAA than jet RAA from a model



Dijet imbalance

near side away side

observable: momentum imbalance between jets

Study the ratio of subleading to leading jet event by event



Dijet imbalance
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• shape and dependence on Ejet well described

• energy dependence mainly kinematical collimation and higher quark fraction

• comparison with pure ê scenario shows discriminating power
→ lots of vacuum physics in this observable, not very sensitive to medium



Intermediate summary

Bigger picture: What have we learned from jet observables?

• jet observables are compatible with trigger-hadron correlations
→ no novel constraints

• clustering tends to suppress medium-specific modifications
→ a Pyrrhus victory — higher statistics, but lower effect sizes

• clustering alters pathlength dependence seen in observables
→ radiation may happen but is clustered back

• also remember the shower bias



Tomography

What if we could select which areas of the geometry we probe?
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• probe the medium through a less averaged filter
→ study medium details more differentially



Tomography

• at RHIC, we can absolutely do that:

• hadrons or jets with constituent PT cut result in surface bias

• dihadron triggered events lead to tangential bias

• flow jets probe almost unbiased geometry

Biases allow to design a trigger condition such that selectively
regions of the medium are probed. This could be the future of jet
physics.



Tomography

• at LHC, things work less well

• harder spectra unbias the geometry
→ sometimes lower

√
s is actually an advantage



RHIC vs. LHC

The future could be:

LHC as a machine for key observables:
• observables with little sensitivity to medium geometry
• potential for precision studies of jet-medium interaction physics
• unreaveling the question what the medium degrees of freedom actually are

RHIC as a machine for tomography observables:
• observables with a high sensitivity to medium geometry
• probing the fluid dynamical models in position space
• most powerful with LHC-constrained interaction physics
• capable of measuring q̂(T ) and ê(T ) (and others)

and more — a new line of enquiry
• how does hydro re-distribute the energy lost into the medium
• access to more transport coefficients



The end

Now you know.
Thank you for your attention!


